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down the centre created.    The quarter of the town in which
these changes were made had never been attractive and there is
little to regret from the demolitions that took place.   The older
quarters of the city preserve their characteristic features and still
belong to the Damascus that I had known before.    But in the
principal   bazaars  much   has   been   altered*     The   projecting
platforms of the shops, once spread with Oriental wares, no
longer exist.    Formerly the merchant and his clients sat on a
carpeted dais and discussed their business over cups of coffee.
All that is gone and the bazaars that I cati call to mind hung with
silks and piled high with carpets, are now lined with small
European   shops   with   glass   windows   behind   which   cheap
Western goods are displayed.   The merchants of silks and arms
and carpets have now large modern shops in the hotel quarter,
no doubt more convenient but lacking entirely the picturesque-
ness of the past.    In the old clothes bazaar, that was at one time
a rainbow of brilliant apparel, little is to-day exposed for sale
beyond the second-hand, or more probably third or fourth hand,
garments of Europe, imported by the ton or by the gross.   Soiled
and dirty clothes in every state of dilapidation were being un-
loaded from motor lorries—horrible evening suits that Europe
could support no longer and had discarded, old military great-
coats, and creased and crumpled trousers, all horrible to look at
and nauseous to smell.   And in front of the shops Syrians and
Arabs were trying on jackets and overcoats  or holding  up
trousers to the light to see how much their seats were worn,
Alas, the boon of Mandates is not always beautiful nor civilisation
as represented by European cast-off clothing always attractive*
Certainly the greatest of the many changes that have taken place
in Syria is the adoption of European dress. The Syrian who in his
national garb used to appear imposing and dignified has lost
much of his allurement by appearing in an ill-fitting European
suit.   He is not shaped for Western dress*   As a boy and youth
he can carry it becomingly but as times goes on he begins to
bulge both before and behind in a manner that seems sorely to
puzzle the local tailor.
But there are still corners and alleyways in Damascus,
principally the resorts of the poorer class or small tradesmen,
that retain their charm. The traveller who seeks the atmosphere
of the past can wander at random in the older quarters of the
town, where the overhanging windows are closely trellised
and where through an open doorway now and again he will

